
CSE221: Homework 3

November 20, 2007

Due: Thursday, November 29th, 2007 at the start of class (11:00am)

Answer the following questions. For questions asking for short answers, sup-
port your answers with material from the references papers, and/or with your
own critical arguments, as appropriate. I am interested in your justifications
as much as the answer itself. There may not necessarily be a “right” answer,
although some answers may be easier to justify. Finally, do not use shorthand;
write your answers using complete sentences.

1 File system recovery

A reliability-induced synchronous write is a synchronous write that is issued by
the file system to ensure that the file system’s state (as represented by the sys-
tem’s metadata) is not left inconsistent if the system crashes at an embarrassing
time.

1.1

Let f be a new file created in a directory d. The file system will issue at least
three disk operations to complete this operation. What are they?

In Unix FFS, at least two of these writes will be issued synchronously. Which
are they, and what order should they be performed in? Explain why.

1.2

1. Consider the Soft Updates solution to this problem. Does it do any
reliability-induced synchronous writes? If so, how does it differ from FFS?
If not, why can it avoid doing so? Explain.

2. Consider the same operation in LFS. Does LFS generate any reliability-
induced synchronous writes? Explain.

3. Consider the same operation with the Rio file cache. Does Rio generate
any reliability-induced synchronous writes? Explain.
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2 Disk Performance

In 1999, Wang et al. proposed a disk drive architecture supporting a service
called ”eager write”. Rather than update a block in place, as with normal disks,
an eager writing disk simply writes to the next free block near the disk head
(the disk internally keeps track of this mapping by maintaining a table mapping
”logical” disk blocks to physical disk blocks).

Please justify your answers for the following questions with specific reasoning
about the performance of both the hardware and the software involved.

2.1

Consider running a Log-Structured File System on such an eager writing disk.
Would performance increase, decrease, or remain largely unchanged when com-
pared to an LFS run on a traditional disk?

2.2

Consider an implementation of Unix FFS augmented with a simple write-back
cache for metadata which only writes to disk when the cache fills. If this file
system were run on an eager writing disk, would performance increase, decrease
or remain largely unchanged over an LFS running on the same eager writing
disk? Similarly, compare and contrast the two with regard to reliability.

(Hint: when making your arguments, it may help to consider the three ma-
jor components of disk performance: seek time, transfer rate, and rotational
latency. Be relatively quantitative where possible.)

3 RPC

Birrell and Nelson’s RPC and Bershad at al’s LRPC presented two ways of
looking at generalizing procedure calls. While B&N generalized local procedure
calls into remote procedure calls which cross network boundaries, LRPC adopted
RPC’s conventions for local purposes to create a fast, but protected, domain
crossing on a local machine.

3.1

Explain briefly why B&N felt that procedure calls modeled the common case in
inter-nodal communication in distributed systems.

Explain briefly why Bershad et al felt that remote procedure calls modeled
the common case in inter-domain communication on a local machine.

3.2

Choose four distinct optimizations, two from each system, which were under-
taken to speed up what the authors felt was a common case for their system.
For each optimization:
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1. Describe the optimization. Be specific about the mechanisms involved.

2. Describe the common case the authors were optimizing for.

3. What effects did this optimization have on the semantics of the system?
That is, how, if at all, did this optimization affect the service guaran-
tees delivered by the system? Be specific, and explain using at least one
concrete example.

4. Describe the trade-off this optimization represented for the uncommon
case. That is, describe the affect this optimization had on the performance
and/or functionality of the complementary uncommon case. Explain.

3.3

Both systems were optimized so heavily for performance that some might argue
that a similar level of optimization is no longer possible in modern systems.
Describe two distinct optimizations, one from each system, which would not be
practically feasible today. Be specific, describe the mechanisms involved, and
be sure to explain why they would no longer be feasible.

4 Keeping secrets

Butler Lampson once gave a set of principles for system design. Among these,
he gave two conflicting pieces of advice on the nature of implementations. He
said, ”Keep secrets of the implementation. Secrets are assumptions about an
implementation that client programs are not allowed to make... Obviously, it
is easier to program and modify a system if its parts make fewer assumptions
about each other.” And yet, ”One way to improve performance is to increase
the number of assumptions that one part of a system makes about another;
the additional assumptions often allow less work to be done, sometimes a lot
less.” That is, on the one hand we should hide an implementation for ease of
development, and on the other, we should expose our implementations for speed.

For example, Xen’s paravirtualized x86 interface exposed the implementa-
tion of the hypervisor to its guest OSes, largely for speed, while Sprite’s process
migration took advantage of secrets in hiding the distributed nature of its im-
plementation from processes subject to migration.

4.1

Scheduler Activations and Mach VM are two more systems which exemplified
this advice. For each of these systems, explain:

1. Which advice of Lampson’s did the authors follow? That is, describe the
service that was implemented, and whether the authors chose to hide or
expose in the implementation.

2. Describe what was hidden or exposed in the implementation, and the
software mechanisms that were used to do the hiding or exposing. Be
specific. (eg, what is a scheduler activation? Explain.)
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3. Give a concrete example of how the mechanisms above were used to hide
or expose in the system.

4. Describe one problem the authors had in utilizing their mechanism for
their respective purpose, and how the authors dealt with that problem.
Be specific.

5. Given the quotes above, discuss the authors’ goals in following the design
principle they chose. Did they achieve them? Justify your answer.
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